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outlined the essential steps in the process of evidence-based clinical decision-making ( Figure 1 ). The first of these is to identify (focus) the clinical problem or problems encountered into a well-defined question. A well-defined question can be compared with hypothesis generation before embarking on any study or trial. A focussed question (as with a carefully thought out hypothesis) has a number of advantages:
. It helps clarify in your own mind the problem and the information required to solve it. . It helps define the type of evidence needed. . It helps provide terms to make searching for evidence more effective.
Questions can arise from a number of sources: Day to day practice: a question from a patient about a particular treatment, a trend you observe from your patients, uncertainty about how to treat a particular problem or condition. A condition that you have not encountered before, or you may wish to compare the cost effectiveness of different treatments. Consider the following clinical situation A female patient presents at the surgery shortly after learning that she is pregnant. She is concerned about the condition of her teeth and she is worried that she might loose some of them during pregnancy as friends have told her about the old wives' tale that you lose a tooth for every pregnancy.
Let us consider the four elements in turn as a worked example:
Patient or problem A useful tip to help you decide this is to ask yourself,``how would I describe a group of patients similar to mine?''. You will need to decide whether it is the patient group you wish to identify OR the problem. Sometimes the other elements of the question will give you the clue. The patient is pregnant, and she is concerned that she may loose teeth as a result. The outcome that she is concerned with is tooth loss. So here we should consider the patient or patient group; this is pregnant or potentially pregnant females. Therefore the patient group we are considering is women of child-bearing age.
Intervention and comparison intervention:
Here you need to ask yourself,``what is the main intervention you are considering?'' and be specific. In our case the patient is concerned about tooth loss during pregnancy so the intervention we need to consider is pregnancy. Our next element would the comparison. Here you need to ask yourself,`w hat is the main alternative?'' The alternative to pregnancy is not being pregnant!
Outcome:
The final element of the question is the outcome we are looking for. Here we need to ask ourselves,``what can we hope to accomplish or what could the exposure really affect?''. As discussed above, the major outcome of concern here for the patient is tooth loss.
So taking into account the four main elements above we can now construct the following well-focused clinical question from our old wives tale.
EVIDENCE-BASED QUESTION:
In women of child bearing age, does pregnancy result in increased tooth loss? Not all patient problems fit neatly into this format but, as mentioned at the outset, it helps clarify the problem in your own mind. Once the problem is clarified, it is much easier to identify the type of evidence and information required to solve it. This in turn makes searching databases for this evidence more effective, which makes it far more likely to result in a useful answer. It is these useful answers that both the clinician and patients are looking for.
